2013 State 4-H Livestock Judging Contest
Swine and Sheep Questions

Class 8 Performance Breeding Gilt Questions

1. Which gilt is the litter mate to #1?
2. Which gilt has the most prominent underline?
3. Which gilt is the broodiest?
4. Which gilt is the slowest growing?
5. Which gilt is the straightest and least flexible off her hock?
6. Which gilt is the most erect in her ear set?
7. Which gilt is the softest in her pasterns?
8. Which gilt is the finest boned?
9. Which gilt is the heaviest conditioned today?
10. According to the data, which gilt should be the most productive in the farrowing stall?

Class 5 Dorset Ewes

1. Which ewe is weakest in her topline?
2. Which ewe is the flattest and least shapely in her leg?
3. Which ewe is the longest necked and most extended through her front 1/3?
4. Which ewe best combines femininity, muscling, and structural correctness?
5. Which ewe is the straightest in her underpinning?
6. Which ewe is the heaviest conditioned?
7. Which ewe is the longest sided and latest maturing?
8. Between 1 and 2, which ewe is the most level in her topline?
9. Which ewe is the steepest in her dock?
10. Which ewe is the shallowest bodied?